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THE OEf'UTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASH•I<GTON. 0. C. 20101 

Chairman, Nuclear Policy Review Group 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Or. Fri: 

(C) The Department of Defense supports the following recommendations 
contained in the draft policy review produced by your group: 

Endorsement of a storage program for excess sensitive material under 
IAEA auspices to include strengthening IAEA safeguards and physical 
security arrangements. 

A firm pol'icy on restraints upon nuclear exports and sanctions upon 
restraint violators. 

Public pronouncements on the seriousness of nuclear agreement viola
tions and further proliferation. 

Diplomatic consultations seeking a multilateral agreement to suspend 
or terminate cooperation with any non-nuclear state acquiring or 
testing a nuclear device. 

(C) The production of plutonium by any additional nations would definitely 
be inimical to our national security interests. Although the U.S. cannot 
prevent reprocessing, we should make every effort to attempt to control 
national reprocessing. We support both government assisfance to domestic 
reprocessing and waste management and development of alternative tech
nologies. 

(C) Many nations who view U.S. world power as diminishing may perceive 
thei~ own long-term security interests in jeopardy and some appear to be 
furning to nuclear weapons acquisition as an alternative security guar
antee. Provision of assured nuclear assistance and guaranteed reactor 
fuel supply, combined with adequate security assistance, will contribute 
to allaying these nations• concerns about their own need for reprocessing 
and plutonium. 

(U) The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff concurs with me on this 
matter. 

DECLASSIFIED 
AUTHORITY POD Directive 52.oC-30 

All! r, 
BY .,.hO'· NAMA,DATE GJ/4/20!2. 
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UNITED STATES 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

The President· 
The White House 

Dear Mr. President: 

~~0 7 
...,) I- •• 

1976 

As I stated in my letter to you of June 9, 1976, I believe there is 
a need for the United States to undertake major initiatives to reduce 
the risk of proliferation of nuclear explosive devices and to meet 
our domestic energy needs by resolving uncertainties that now pose 
impediments to clo$ing the nuclear fuel cycle~ The nuclear policy 
review which Bob Fri's Task Force has undertaken at your direction 
provides recommendations for your decisions on these important policy 
issues. 

As discussed in more detail below and in the enclosure, we generally 
support the Task Force recommendations and urge their adoption. 

I believe that your decision on these matters should be driven by two 
principal objectives: 

o To assure that we are able to exert maximum international 
influence toward the nonproliferation·of nuclear weapons 
and safeguarding of nuclear materials, and 

o To assure the viability and continued gro\.rth of domestic 
nuclear power. 

We can accomplish our nonproliferation objectives only if we are in 
a position to influence other nations,·particularly the supplier nations. 
Our leverage in these matters depends on our credibility as a nuclear 
supplier, which in turn requires that we take action now to: 

o Increase our uranium enrichment capacity, as you have proposed 
in the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act; 

o Establish a reprocessing capability; and 

o Implement an effective and responsible waste management effort. 

~~·, 
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The President - 2 -

Positive action in these areas is also compatible with our domestic energy 
needs and objectives. It would restor~ the confidence of the energy 
industry and the general public in.the viability and acceptability of the 
nuclear option. This is essential since nuclear energy, together with 
coal, must meet the majority of U.S. electrical energy needs for the 
remainder of. this century. 

The most important decision is whether to proceed with a U.S. reproressing 
initiative now, or defer reprocessing until a later date. We recommend 
that you adopt Option 1 of the Task force, which would enable the government 
to take an active role in assisting industry to develop and demonstrate 
reprocessing. In suppprting this recommendation, however, we would point 
out that Federal assistance beyond that contemplated by the Task Force 
may be required for success. 

The key to achieving our international nonproliferation objectives is the 
demonstrated capability of the U.S. to provide complete fuel cycle services 
to discourage non-supplier nations from developing their own reprocessing 
plants. It is essential also to obtain cooperation of the other nuclear 
supplier nations in adopting similar nonproliferation policies. As you 
know, a number of other countries are co~~itted to reprocessing; a decision 
to defer reprocessing in the U.S. ~ould cripple our efforts to influence 
these countries in view of their continued commitment to nuclear pm..rer 
as.an essential ingredient of their own efforts toward energy security. 

Reprocessing could ext~nd by as much as 50 percent the amount of nuclear 
capacity which can be supported by a given ~esource base through recycle 
of valuable uranium and plutonium. Reprocessing is also needed to provide 
the initial fuel for the breeder reactor, a near commercial reality (early 
1980's) in several European countries. Without reprocessing, the breeder 
must be discarded as an energy option. 

In the recommendations on both international and domestic reprocessing, 
an option is proposed that the U.S. cn.uld forego reprocessing in lieu of 
developing alternative technologies. ERDA is strongly of the opinion that 
there are no viable alternative technologies to reprocessing at this time. 

In summary, we believe that proceeding with reprocessing (Option l) is 
the minimum approach which together \dth .1n l~Xl':1ndt·d enricl::-:'c'nt c:1p:1citv, 
would permit the U.S. to excrcio;c' cffcctiv.:c• inf1t1t'!lce in the i:lt.·rn:Jtit•!nl 
sphere, and to meet its domestic needs . 

• 
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The President - 3 -

Our detailed comments on the specific Task FnrcE~ recommendations are 
presented in the enclosure to this letter. There are two matters of 
concern to us in the international nuclear policy area that deserve 
highlighting. First, we believe that the role of IAEA should be much 
more clearly articulated before any U.S. comritment is made to place 
U.S. plutonium under its control. Second, we believe that efforts 
to improve the quality and effectivenes~ of the international safeguards 
system must go even further than those recomr::c·nded by the Task Force. 

Respectfully yours, 

~':>-~> <:3~--
Robert C. Sea~ans, Jr. 

Administrator 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

• 
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ENCLOSlJRE 

DETAILED Cm·r·1E:;TS ON SPECIFIC P.I·:CO~<;lC:D,\TIO:JS 

ERDA comments on specific recommendations of the Task Force are presented 
be1Jw. Headings and titles follow those of the Task Force Re?ort. 

International Nuclear Policv 

A. Materials Storage, Safeguards and Physical Security 

B. 

c. 

ERDA agrees with the Task Force reco8cendntion for an IAEA storage 
program for sensitive materials, further d~velopreent of physical 
security systems,·and significant re-enforcement of IAEA safeguards. 
However, we wish to emphasize strongly our conviction that the U.S. 
must initiate strenuous efforts to redirect the international safe
guard system toward a higher level of quality and effectiveness in 
light of the accelerated growth of nuclear power worldwide and the 

·implications for the spread of nuclear explosive devices. 

Restraints and Sanctions 

We agree with the Task Force recommendations on restraints and 
sanctions. We recognize that, to be meaningful, any sanctions 
policy must gain multinational support. On the other hand, we urge 
that your statement on sanctions be firm and explicit that a 
material violation of a safeguards agreement will call into question 
the entire range of our associations with the violating state (rather 
~han simply our nuclear supply relationships). 

Existing Agreements and Export Licensing 

We do not believe that unilateral insistence on retroactive 
applications of restraints as a condition of supply is a viable 
approach. \Vhile we recognize that such mandatory retroactivity has 
a certain appeal to many here at·home, we feel that it would not 
preserve the necessary flexibility required to achieve our non
proliferation goals. \\e therefore recc't:lr.ll:ld adoption of <1 strong 
(but not mandatory) initi.:ltive on rc,tnxlcUv it:;. It sh,~ulj he 
emphasized, hm..rever, that success in r~'Ih'g,,tiating ~'xisting w',r,•cnc'nts 
will be critically dependent on the n.Jltlt"L' d~H.l sc.ope of tilL~ supply 
incentives we are prepared to offer. 

D. Alternatives to National Reproc('Ssin_g __ 

,t The Task Force presents t\o.·o options cl:l r<';1l'l'CC;..;f;ing: (1) Cl'tltttin 
the spread of national rt'processing, or t..:) dcv~'l''P ;lltern;lt iv,'s tv 
reprocessin~. ERDA's stn--ng rccomrrtl'!lcLltil1n here is fnr OntilHl 1--

\..'(· c.~1:1 tdkt• t,, (·,:-~.-:.:J!'"l.,) Lh.1t rr<.:"li.Cl'r~::t L\':l \-~: - ·1,: ;._ 1r ·.:;. !·;.·~rl._·l1·< ~--·: 11 
b~' 1.~('1't t<' ;1 ~ ... ~i :; i~~~-j~~1, 
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In imple~enting Option 1, we should ~e prepared to aggressively pursue 
.a wide range of activities to provide real alternatives to countries 
who would otherwise wish to ind~penrlent1y undertake the development of 
their or,.m national reprocessing centers. T·ese ac ivities should include 
cooperative ventures to establish fuel centc·rs serving regional needs 
with U.S.· involvement to ensure appropriate operation of such centers: 
international cooperation in pursuing ~olutions to the mann~cment and 
disposal of nuclear wastes; assistance in d0veloprnent of indigenous 
uranium supplies in other countries; and assurances of availability 
from the U.S. of complete fuel cycle services, including enrichment. 

Our major concern "'ith Option 2--develop aJ.ternatives to national 
reprocessing--is that it fails to reco~nize the on~oing reprocessing 
needs and plans of other nuclear-oriented nations. If the U.S. defers 
reprocessing, it will only serve to weaken our bargaining strength in 
obtaining effective international controls on proliferation. 

The Domestic Fuel Cvcle 

A. Domestic Reprocessing 

The Task Force identified two options for closing the domestic nuclear 
fuel cycle: (1) assist industry to gain experience with reprocessing, or 

·(2) develop alternative technologies. ERDA strongly endorses Option 1 
as a.vital first step in developing and de~onstrating the technological, 
economic, safeguards, and licensing bases for fuel reprocessing and recycle. 

ERDA favors Option 1 in that it: 

(1) Provides the U.S. with greater credibility as a supplier 
in the international nuclear market to support our role 
in limiting proliferation, 

(2) Provides the U.S. nuclear ind~stry and the public with 
a positive basis for renewed confidence in nuclear power 
through the expeditious closing of th0 fuel cycle, and 

(3) Assures maximum utilization and bL·:wfits of the unus('cl 
energy content of sp.::nt nuclear fuel, till!:.; L'x;>andi;J;,; this 
critical national r2sourcc. 

--
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(4) Provides a technology base and fuel supply for the breeder. 
(Without reprocessing, the breeder must be discarded as an 
energy option, since the.breeder uses plutonium as its fuel). 

We view Option 1 as representing the m1n1mum program necessary 
to meet U.S. international objectives and domestic energy 
re~uirements. As described in the Task Force report, Option 1 
involves completion of a privat~ly-owned reprocessing demonstration 
facility (AC~S), with government-owned waste solidification 
and plutonium conversion facilities. Option 1 contc:r;plates 
government sup?ort for only the design phase of a larger (3,000 
ton) reproce~sing plant. In our judg:::ent, a more extensive 
cOITL!litment to a larger plant may ulti:nately prove necessary. 

ERDA's technical judgment is that Option 2--develop alternative 
technologies-~does not represent a viable option. At the present time, 
there is no evidence that available technological alternatives provide 
significant international safeguards improvement or practical potential 
for closing the fuel cycle. The only viable option to proceeding 
with reprocessing is to defer reprocessing and store spent fuel elements 
for possible reprocessing at some later time. 

B. Waste Nanagement 

We concur in the recoJTLllendation of the Task Force that the domestic 
waste management p~ogram be given a high priority in support of closing 
the fuel cycle in a timely manner. We agree with the recommendation that 
a. project coordinator be identified for' the overall effort in order 
to obtain the appropriate interagency actions necessary to keep the 
program on schedule. 

Other Initiatives 

1. Assist Other Nations with Non-Nuc~ear and Advanced Energv Technologies 

We concur with the Task Force recommendation that ERDA nnd Stnte 
undertake a review of possibilities for cooperative development 
programs with other countries. 

2. J~ve U.S. Assurances of Snfe~_u:1rds Efff'c tiveness 

a. Proliferation Intelligence 

ERDA concurs in the recommendations regarding b~'ttl'!- proliferat if'n 
intcllis;cncc. 

• 
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b. Timeliness 

ERDA endorses the Task Force recommend3tion reg3rding the need 
for timely information on "the effectiveness of L\EA safeguards. 

3. Ir::_r:_rove Organiz<:~tion of U.S. International a;_~r:',__om~~c;tic Xuclear Pn1 ic·: 
and Pro>zram 

ERDA concurs with the need for improved oversight of international 
and domestic nuclear policy and programs, and ,,.e also believe that 
a nuclear policy council would be an organiz~tional improvement. 
In our judgment, ho~ever, the lead agencies are State and ERDA. 
Hhile ACDA obviously has an important mission i:1 this are::t, our 
interpretation is that oversight of the im~lemPntation of your 
international initiatives ~ould be primarily tl1e responsibility of 
the Department of State. The structure ~nJ role of such a council 
deserve furt~er consideration • 

• 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE Of SCIENCE A~JD TECHi;·~~-rJGY POLICY 

September 2, 1976 

MEW.ORANDUM FOR • 
The President 

SUBJECT: Nuclear Policy Review 

I am in general agreement with the recommendations of your Nuclear 
Policy Review Gro{ip. They have done an excellent job of clarifying 
a very complex topic and identifying major decision points. The 
following paragraphs include my specific comments on major points in 
their report to' you, in the order in which they were raised. 

I fully endorse the recommendation to strengthen IAEA controls, safe
guards and physical security as it applies to sensitive materials, while 
cautioning that this recommendation should be accompanied by additional 
attention to improvement of U.S. assurance of safeguards effectiveness 
as suggested under "Other Initiatives" in the Group's report. 

With respect to the options presented on the retroactive application of 
restraints, it would· appear that immediate and unilateral application 
would not serve our best interests and therefore I favor the strategy defined 
which calls for broader application of restraints through a three component 
approach. Since there have already been diplomatic efforts to gain 
acceptance of stronger restraints, there should be special attention given 
to an explanation of how your policy now represents a new (and more 
intensive) initiative in this area. 

The Group's report includes two extensive discussions of options for 
reprocessing--both internationally and domestically--that require your 
decision. I support the general philosophy that reprocessing can not be 
effectively halted worldwide and that the option that calls for the U.S. to 
oppose reprocessing is not a realistic appr0ach for the P .S. at thi.s time. 
However, in the option defined as "Con! !·ollcd ::::prPad of Rep1·ocessing" th0rc 
is an important clement of restraint that needs to be emphasized. In order 
to strengthen this option I believe the pn•posal for a tv,·o-year moratorium 
on transfer of sensitive technology should be accompanied by the 
additional point that work on alternative technologics will be pursu<'d 
during this period in order to develop a'bdtc1· ?s~c~;~r~:cnt of the ~lpplicahil!ty 

• 
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of these technologies to a::y future reprocc::'s~n::; capaLilities tr.at may be 
established. If one of t::e::.c tf chn(olc.;c;:es, c!c·.~Ejite sor::c of the P''ssin:i:_,tic 
vievis on their long-t(·rf:1 viability, sl··ould pn)':e to be 2:t~·acti \'(' it could 

be pursued as a reprocessing c~ition for non-r.uclezl!· \':capons nations for 
which the1·e would be sorr:c conc·:::rn about the ilvailability of sensitive 
materials. Thus, t!--le incoc;:'ll"<•tion of conti:-:ut'd technolo0y de\·e~opr:1cnt 
in this op lion provides an ;:;r1 r} i '.lrn; ,,1 b u E u· b ct\V een t'r c s u;) pEer ar, d 
consur:-:er naticns th<:<t is su?po:·th-c of our non-proliferation c:·bjectives. 

I also support the dor:--.estic ;:-eprocessing o:_Jtion that includes govern
:t:1ent assistance to the de·.·elc~:?1C::Jt of Ll:::tcd 1·cproccssing capacity in 
the t: .S. but again v:ith an cfio:·t tc, explore c:lten1ative techr:olc.gics for 
t.:st· on the comestic scer.e as wc:l as iP.tt:;·ne::'r::ally. This \'"Ot:.ld not 
i.r:.clude demonstration of tl:.e technology '.':itrout further careful cv<duaticn 
of the costs and expected returns from the !Jptions that are then available. 

The waste management question, ,,·hUe not an issue in the non -prolifer
ation area is nevertheless an important, and possibly decisive, issue 
of national concern and should also be accorc:ed a high visibility 
in your messages on nuclear policy. I 2.m in agreement with the assess
ment of the J'\uclear Policy Re\·icw Group on \':aste management. In 
particular, as chairrr,an of tl:e Federal Coordinating Council for 
Science, Engineering and Technology I \\·ill be prepared to convene a 
group \\"ithin the council to provic:c the necessary technical coordination 
and independent technical c:c>.-ice to tl-:e Project ;,~anager as reco:r;~mended 
in the Group's repo~·t. ~ly suggestion is t_hat you authorize a separate 
statement with respect to the organization of this group in order to give 
additional support to our determination that the necessary preparatory 
work be carried out to ensure a sound program of waste management that 
is sensitive to environmental and social concerns. 

Finally, I should note my strong support for an expanded C. S. role in 
providing assistance to other naho1~·s in the development of other non
nuclear and advanced energy tcchnolo~ics incluc1ing consen·ation. It 
is my recommendatiot1 tho:t ;·c::::;,;:n1:::ibility for n:•\·icv: of COi'~'<'1"2ti'.·c 

possibilities in these are:1s <n:d the de,:clop!:~cnt of possiblt' nc\v ir:iti:ltivcs 

be assigned to this off:cc in ccun1in~ttitm \\·:tr: the Dcp;u·tJ:;L'nt of .St.ltc 

a:1d t~I\.D.-\ ::;i!"lCC this :s z-~ :::-..:::.r:_:ll· ;Lscr: ... ·y rr:i·.·_:._-::.~ ~~.I~cl rt..\C1t.~:l_·~--,s tL.c ...:·ic:.~t~ 

contact and coorcinatwn oi tllc• l::-. ..: ... utl\'1.' Oi~lCl.' il' it is to be l'llLCtin.dy 

implemented. 
./ 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

722 JACKSON PLACE. N W 

WASHINGTON, D. C 20006 

September 3, 1976 

• 

Dear Mr. President: 

This letter provides the comments of the 
Council on Environmental Quality on the report of 
the Nuclear Policy Review Group. The Council has 
participated actively in this effort and we have 
been impressed with the leaders.hip that Bob Fri has 
provided. 

We believe that you should view nuclear policy 
in broad perspective. U.S. nuclear policy (both 
domestic and international} is part of a broader 
U.S. policy to provide adequate supplies of safe, 
reliable energy at reasonable costs. It is also 
part of a broader arms control and disarmament 
policy. Moreover, these policies and our overall 
environmental quality objectives should be consis
tent. We believe that it is important for you to 
view the decisions before you in this context, 
particularly the decision on whether or not to go 
ahead with the reprocessing of spent fuel from 
nuclear reactors. 

Although countries with nuclear weapons ambi
tions, but without such capability, undoubtedly see 
reprocessing as a direct route to achieving their 
goal, the driving force behind reprocessing is the 
desfre by the United States and other countries for 
a reliable, economical supply of energy. Viewed in 
this light - as a technology whose value rests 
primarily on its ability or inability to provide a 
safe, reliable and economic fuel supply - repro
cessing can be compared even-handedly with other 
energy development strategies, both nuclear and 
non-nuclear. 

• 
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From an energy-supply standpoint, the U.S. 
does not need to commit to reprocessing now. The 
economics of reprocessing appear to be questionable 
at best. From a resource perspective, our uranium 
supplies are more than ample through the end of this 
~entury, and likely beyond then. Moreover, reprocessing 
brings safeguards problems 'for which effective solutions 
have not been demonstrated. 

In contrast, an opportunity exists to take the 
initiative and aggressively explore alternative 
routes to satisfying our long term energy needs. We 
recommend a two pronged approach. 

First, the United States should explore alter
native technologies for recycling srent reactor 
fuel. Some of these technologies aprear promising 
and could permit recovery of the re?idual energy in 
spent fuel w~thout separating weapons-grade pluto
nium. This ·would have the effect of opening up new 
energy development options without losing ground on 
the non-proliferation front, and without closing 
the door on eventual use of existing technologies. 

Second, we recommend that you initiate a U.S. 
effort to organize a major world-wide commitment to 
energy conservation, solar, and nuclear fusion 
~echnologies. These non-fission alternatives are 
safer, environmentally superior and, in the final 
analysis, may be ·more reliable and economical than 
those which rely on reprocessing. ·Such a commit
ment could enable the world to meet long term 
global energy needs without perman~nt reliance on 
fission power. They offer the only long term 
possibility of reducing the connection between energy 
supply and nuclear weapons proliferation. 

With respect to non-proliferation, we agree 
with the concern that any U.S. government decision 
to support reprocessing - as a de~onstration or as 
a comrnercial operation - signals to the Korld a 
U.S. belief that reprocessing is an acceptable 
technology. We share the concern that such a message 
\•iould greatly damage C.S. r:un-irolifc::-:ltion ef:'o~:::s. 

h'e believe that such a decision is unnecessary anJ. 
unwise at this time. 
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Reprocessing is unnecessary r.ow because there 
is little energy related justification for it. 

We believe it is ~~wise because we have been 
persuaded that the proliferation risks of such a 
comrdtment are extreMely grave. The ~·:orld reaction 
to India's detonation of a sirncle device, ~ade 
possible by reprocessed plutoni~~, testifies to the 
great fear that this technol6gy generates. The 
proliferation of nuclear weapons as armaments and 
as terrorist tools is, in our judg~ent, a certain 
concomitant to the proliferation of nuclear fuel 
reprocessing .. 

We also believe that alternatives to present 
fission technologies have not been adequately 
evaluated to determine if they could meet our 
energy needs and present fewer risks to our non
proliferation objectives. Ke believe this is 
essential before a u.s. commitment to reprocessing 
is made. 

We strongly urge that you aggressively pursue 
the development of technological alternatives to 
reprocessing, and that you defer any u.s. com
mitment to reprocessing. Ke also strongly support 
the various i~ternational initiatives on improving 
controls on nuclear facilities and materials, and 
the domestic initiatives on tightening u.s. export 
conditions, recommended in the .Task Force F.eport. 
We believe these latter initiatives should be 
pursued regardless of your decision on reprocessing. 

We believe that this course presents the opportunity 
for the U.S. to establish itself as a bold leader 
in developing safe and reiiable energy technologies. 
Equally important, we can take this step without 
losing the chance to return to existing technologies 
if new ones do not prove feasible. Finally, we 
gain time and credibility internationally to move 
forcefully to ste~ the spread of national repro
cessing facilities . 

• 
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We have the time we need to take this bold and 
important step now. But we will not have it for • much longer. We believe that the benefits could be 
enormous, while the risks are modest. 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

• 

Respectfully, 
. ------...... t0 ·J· .. .>---. U.:.----:r-;::;. <./ & L:}(~-

Russell ~·J. Peterson 
Chairman 



MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Nuclear Policy'Review 

c:JcJ ?CJI 
THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCL 
Wa:;h1ngton. D.C. 2023D 

September .3, 1976 

~e have reviewed the Nuclear Policy Review Decision . 
Hemorandum prepared by the Task Force headed by Bob Fri 
and believe it sets out sufficient background and analysis 
on which you can make a decision on this important subject. 
t·le also believe the realistic alternatives have been 
adequately posed. I believe the Task Force, and Bob Fri 
in particular, have done an outstanding job. 

Before giving you our position on the various 
recommendations and alternatives posed in the Memorandum, 
I would like to note my personal belief that there is no 
more important issue facing the nation and the world than 
the issue of proliferation of nuclear weapons grade materials 
without adequate safeguards. In this regard, I would have 
liked to have seen a bolder, more sweeping plan than that 
presented to you. 

On reflection, however, it is clear that our leverage 
is not unlimited. Other industrialized countries either 
have or are gaining the necessary capability to build their 
own enrichment or reprocessing plants and export nuclear 
fuel services to others. Some ~merging developing CDuntries 
may also soon have such a capability. At the same time, 
it will require a major act of political will on our part 
to build the necessary nuclear fuel services capacity 
which will provide credibility to the assurances of adequate 
fuel services-we·would offer to those who are either parties 
to NPT, adopt adequate safeguards or agree to impose restraint: 
similar to ours. If you decide to proceed, therefore, your· 
announcement will have to give a sense of urgency to the 
Congress as v.·ell as the interna-tional community. And, I 
bel ie':e it will be this sense of urgency, of first steps 
soundly taken, that will give impetus to the perforce 
limited initiatives set out. 

C!.\5.'"'"!7:::' :·y _RGDarman, A/ S fur Pulicy 
-·-----·- .,___ - --·---·--·--- . - " . . " . - ~ ' . . 

DECLASSiFiED .:."··· · .::_ ... ~:_ ........ __ , .: .. ---~- ~l _l_'.:J.:..b_ 

At.rrHORiTYQ.hC nlfr-(/+lt- 1- ;;- b-'i :2./5/v~ 

BY /Jc NARA, DATE h )/4,/oq 
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Having noted these caveats, I believe, nevertheless, 
that you should proceed with the maximum pOssible force 
of leadership. In this regard, I believe it is at the 
United Nations General Assemblv that the initiative should 
be launched. ~~e should ne abl~ to attract adequate press 
and nedia coverage, and any adverse international comments 
would 8robably assist you domestically. 

'L1ere follow below our positions on the recommendations 
and alternatives set out in the paper: 

A. Storage, Safeguards and Physical Security 

vJe agree with the recommendations on storage, 
safeguards and physical security. It makes sense 
to provide for IAEA custody of excess plutonium 
(including US "excess" civil designated spent fuel 
and plutonium) , to strengthen the IAEA safeguard 
system, and to attempt to achieve treaty agreement 
on international guidelines for physical security 
as well as rapid measures.to recover lost or stolen 
materials. 

B. Restraints (U.S. Conditions on Nuclear Exports 
u:tder New Bilateral Agreements or l\ .. ":l.enc:.ments to 
E:.dsting Agreements for ~-Iuclear Cooperation) 

We agree with the recommendations on restraints. 
It is important in this respect to come·up with 
export restraints which have some realistic possibility 
of being effective in connection with the end objective 
of reducing prolif~ration. Effectiveness in turn depends 
on the willingness of other supplier nations to adopt 
similar restraints. At the same time, there must be 
some. flexibility. Ne believe that the recommendation, 
which would be based on the recently aoreed Supplier 
Guidelines, strikes the necessary balance. 

C. Sanctions 

We agree with the initiatives to (1) seek a supplier 
agreement to press for a~ I~EA decision to direct 
curtailment or sus~ension of nuclear assistance to 
a state violating IAEA safeguards, (2) seek a multi
lateral aqree~ent to suscend or terminate cooperat1on 
v;i th any acldi tiona! non-nuclear v.·e:1pon state (:\:\\·:s) 
hereafter acquiring or testing a nuclear explosive 

• 
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device, and (3) announce that violations of 
safeguards agreements would \varrant immediate 
reexamination of ou~ overall relations with the 
violating state as well as concerted international 
a~~ion to consider collective sanctions. We believe 
t" •. S is as far as we can go without disrupting our 
ot~er international interests. 

D. Application of Restraints to Existing Agreements 
en :-:·1clea.r Cooperation 

We believe that, of the two options proposed, the 
first, unilateral imposition of new export restraints 
on countries with which we already have agreeGents 
of nuclear cooperation, would have serious repercussions 
on our foreign relations. It would also penalize a 
number of supplier nations, whose cooperation we need 
if we are to be successful in any non-proliferation 
policy, and might cause a massive shift of nuclear 
trade elsewhere. We therefore support a strong 
initiative which would be based primarily on the 
currently agreed Supplier Guidelines but with Presidentic 
auLhority to override a negative NRC finding in exceptio: 
cases. (Option 2). The approach would also include 
a strong diplonatic initiative aimed at upgrading 
existing agreements consonant with the Supplier Guideline 
While the approach will have to be sold.to the Congress, 
we believe we can be successful if we work at it. At 
the same time, Congressionai confidence in thii approach 
will depend on their perception of our sincerity in 
undertaking a major diplomatic initiative to negotiate 
the necessary amendments to existing agreements. Your 
directiOD to the State Department and ERDA in this 
regard must, therefore, be unequivocal. 

E. International and Domestic Options on Reprocessir.g· 

We believe the first set of options to contaih the 
spread of national reprocessing capability and provide 
t:SG assistar.ce to de:~1or.stratir.:: the cor.r:'.e:~ciul f"e:tsibi1; · 
of rcproccssir:g "'':1kes n'o:::.-e sense economically a.:-:,1 
technologica.lly and is more.realistic from a.n inter
nationa.l ooint of view. First, technoloqicall\', ~e 

believe th2t alternath·e technologies are unli}~cly to 
prove feasible between now anJ the year 2000 and that 
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an accelerated effort to develop them will be 
unlikely materially•to change this assessment. 
Secondly, we believe that a U.S. decision not 
t0 go forward with domestic reprocessing will 
t,.ve only marginal effect on restraining other 
s1~plier nations with reprocessing capability. 
Thirdly, we have a better chance of negotiating 
internationally appropriate restraints if we take 
the lead in developing technology which is likely 
to prove feasible in closing the nuclear fuel 
cycle and then o~fer internationally to provide 
nuclear fuel services to countries which adopt 
our restraint policy. Fourthly, our ability to 
develop fully a nuclear option using known domestic 
uranium resources will depend in large part on 
closing the fuel cycle; if alternate.technologies 
are unlikely to achieve this result between now and 
the year 2000, we will in.essence create a major 
impediment to the development of U.S. nuclear 
electric generating capacity. We do not believe 
the argument to the contrary that additional U.S. 
uranium resources will be discovered if the economics 
are right will materially alter this conclusion. 

I should note, however, that, if our primary 
goal is non-proliferation, the fuel assurance portion 
(whether through reprocessing or enrichffient services) 
will be all important. Why'should a consumer nation 
at the behest of the U.S. agree not to acquire its 
own nuclear fuel capability (whether through enrich
ment or reprocessing) if the u.s. or another supplier 
coun.try does not provide fuel services assurances? 

However, we should note that U.S. assurances 
will take considerable resources. The Memorandum 
only offers fuel services to countries other than 
those with ~hich we have ~uel exchange aareements 
to the extent of capacity. Our present enr ichrr.en t 
capacity is ina~cquate to make assurances to other 
countries cl·cc:.iblc. The rccc!':'.r:endations on the 
Nuclear Fuel Assurances Act· are therefore critical . 
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In sum, we believe we must at a minim11rn go 
forward with Barnwell and design of a 3000 ~TU 
plant in conjunction.with the contained spread 
international option if we are to make any progress 
at all in achieving the following two objectives: 
(1' reduction of proliferation, and (2) maximu~ 
de'~loprnent of the U.S. nuclear energy alternative 
in accordance with your energy policy. 

Finally, it seems to me that if you decide to 
proceed with this set of options, we should offer 
the Barnwell demonstration as an international 
venture, perhaps under the aegis of IAEA. Such a 
proposal would have the benefit of demonstrating 
to the world our cosmitment to develop internation
ally technological solutions to maximize the energy 
content of spent nuclear fuel with appFopriate 
proliferation and environmental safeguards. 

F. Waste Manaaement 

We agree with continuing the present waste manage
ment program coordinated by OMB. 

G. Other Initiatives 

It makes sense to continue to expand our ~on-nuclear 
energy assistance to other nations and improve our 
own assurance of safeguards .effectiveness. 

H. Nuclear Policy Organization 

We believe a major thrust of the initiative involves 
energy· policy as well as security policy. We there
fore suggest the reporting mechanism for the Nuclear 
Policy Council be through the Energy Resources Council 
and the National Security Council rather than throuah 
the Domestic Council and th~ National Security Council. 
The ERC meets as a body more often and has the a~pronri
ate membershio for this purpose includina relevant ~~~
hers of the nomestic Council. The ~RC also has un~o~ 
its ae9is a Nuclear Subcor::unittee \vhich is charged with 
develo?ing the all imoortant do~estic nuclear decision 
schedule which must support any initiative you take 1n 
this area. This type of oraanization would be more 
consistent with the procedures already in place in 
conncctio!1 \\·ith ot:it;r c:lcr~j)" ·r>Jli·~~·:/ r:1attc~s . 
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I. Next·stens 

We agree with the'next steps outlined in the 
Memorandum. 

I believe the above outlined initiative would be 
very much in the interests of the country and the world~ 
To give it credence will require your personal leader
ship. I very much urge your agreement to proceed. 

If you decide to proceed, we shall of course have 
to pay particular attention to how the initiative is 
coordinated with the various Congressional bills, one 
of which I understand may come to the Floor of the 
Senate as early as September 16. 

Elliot L. Richardson 

• 



UNITED STATES ~NVJRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 204W 

SEP 3 '[78 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: NUCLEAR POLICY REVIEW 

THE ADMINISTRATOR 

The purpose of this memorandum is to present our views on the 
recommendations and alternative courses of action developed by the 
Nuclear Policy Review Group. I appreciated very much the opp0rtunity 
to assist in the resolution of a problem of such vital importance to 
both the U.S. and international security. I \·Jould also like to 
congratulate Bob Fri and his staff for the amount of work accomplished 
in such a short time, and for their fairness in considering divergent 
views concerning this complex and controversial subject. 

EPA supports those recommendations which would improve the organi
zation of the International Atomic Energy Agency and its safeguards 
capabi 1 ity. l~e a 1 so concur with the recommendations to strengthen 
international restraints and sanctions against proliferation. These 
important initiatives should be undertaken immediately. We fully 
endorse the concept of strengthening our existing nuclear bilateral 
agreements, but we recognize the need for some flexibility in the 
application of retroactivity to these agreements (Option 2). 

The Policy Group has submitted two reprocessing issues for your 
consideration. If you believe that you must make an inmediate 
decision on reprocessing, we would recommend Option 2 for both issues, 
i.e., oppose spread of reprocessing internationally and discourage 
domestic reprocessing in favor of development of alternative tech
nologies. However, we believe that it is premature for you to make 
either of these reprocessing decisions at this time. A decision now, 
could reduce U.S. bargaining poi'Jer to foste1· international commitment 
to non-proliferation. l~e recommend, instead. that you pu1·sue a t\'JO 

step process. First, you would take a major new initiative seeking 
world agreement on more effective safeguards and non-proliferation 
restraints. As an indication of U.S. Cl'edibility in this effort, 
and to belie any charge that commercial advantage was being sought, 
you would suspend further domestic reprocessing work indefinitely, 
thereby also indicating that this could be port of any international 

0 
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agreement. The reactions of other countries to your initiatives would 
then provide you vlith more inforrration for the· second step of selecting 
the most feasible strategy for resolving the reprocessing issue. Our 
recommended approach would provide you with maximum flexibility to make 
£ubsequent decisions on reprocessing. Any decision to support either 
international or domestic reprocessing, at least without first imorov
ing the present inadequate safeguards sy.stems, v10uld be vie':Jed with 
alarm by everyone concerned vJith proliferation of plutonium. 

With respect to EPA•s role in the nuclear policy area, we have 
significant responsibilities concerning environ;nental standards frrr 
the management of nuclear waste. As indicated on page 33 of Mr. Fri •s 
paper, we have agreed to accelerate our schedule in order to publish 
Fundamental Criteria and draft Generally Applicable Standards by 
December 1977. This should enable us to pr6Gulgate final standards 
no later than June 1978 which is consistent viith the schedules of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Energy Research and Development 
Administration. We support the recommendation for the establishment 
of a Nuclear Policy Council headed by a senior Executive Officer. In 
fact, we recommend that this Council, rather than the Director of the 
Office of Management and Budget, designate the project manager for 
waste management in order to minimize fragmentation of future efforts. 

In conclusion, we have appreciated very much the opportunity to 
assist.the Nuclear Policy Review Group. We will be happy to provide 
whatever further assistance may be appropriate. 

0 
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~:E~OHANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT ( ,{-/,t;P 
FHANK G. ZARBaj/z;cJ,;f .fo..) FRGr-1: 

SUBJECT: DECISIO~J PAPE/ ON NUCLEAR POLICY 

Although the Nuclear Policy Review Group has done an 
admirable job under extremely tight deadlines, I have 
serious reservations concerning its recommendations and 
general direction. In addition, I do not believe the 
initiatives presented in the review group's decision 
paper provide an adequate basis for a major Presidential 
statement announcing new unilateral United States policy 
in this area. This position is based on several key 
shortcomings in the recommendations: 

The proposed policies are not sufficient to 
control proliferation. 

There is inadequate consideration of the 
tremendous difficulty of implementing the 
proposed initiatives worldwide. 

The paper gives inadequate attention to the 
effect of our international posture on domestic 
nuclear energy development. 

The cooperation of other supplier nations is 
critical, but as yet unknown. There is no 
assurance that the past marginal support of IAEA 
programs by other nations can be improved significant!~ 
as a result of these policy recommendations. 

It is true that nuclear power rust expand dramatically 
both at hc:':':C u.r:d ab!-oad as an eneray resource. iio,,·,::vcr, 
the possible diversion to weapons use of nuclear fuel 
r:·,aterials n~ust be ;~rE:\·cntcd, beth for n,ltion:~l security 
reasons and to ensure further development of our domestic 
n u c l e c:1 r p n) :; r ~E' • ;, c ::' n t j n t: ~• t i on o : current ,1 :' :.> r· o c:1 c he s w i l l 
not be acccpt:~blc either to the public or to decision-makers. 

0 
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I support the view that the Administration should take 
some action on this matter at this time. Nuclear power 
and nonproliferation are•of such great importance to this 
nation and the rest of the world that I feel it im~erative 
for us to take a more deliberative approach that will stand 
public scrutiny not only as a viable policy, but also one 
that can contain the problems of proliferation effectively. 

FEA's positions on the specific issues presented in the 
paper are as follows: 

Application of restraints policy to existina aorGe~e~ts. 
_, --~--------

FEA prefers option 2 (strong i~itiative on retro
activity), but sees implementation problems with 
either option. 

International position on reprocessing. 

FEA supports option l (conirol spread), however, 
implementation of this option depends critically 
upon the U. S. obtaining full cooperation from 
all supp~ier nations. Analysis to date has not 
determined whether or how U. S. can obtaln such 
cooperation. 

Domestic reprocessing. 

FEA strongly endorses option 1 (assist reprocessing),
since this is a necessary step towards control of 
international reprocessing. 

Waste management. 

FEA concurs with expedited implementation of 
planned program. 

Other initiatives. 
0 

FEA conc~rs ~ith all recc~~endations, but urces th~t 
the pro?osed ~uclcar Policy Councll serve as a sub
group of the LRC. 

stops. 

Direct the !~ucle.J.r Policy Council to dc\·elop concurrcL 
pro~·--c~-~-.1-~:.; -~,;.~~r ~~t.~~~t::: ~:..::~>ni.:·1.:; j;-:C-C'-r-n ... Jti_c_y::·:l c<~;::.r-~).l_~-~ 

._.;;:(: cl::,· .. -.-:.1 ;:J ::~._; t. ·:r .. _' n~·c.~l':,~;~--~-!r\~ :·:·t~ll '--~~ .. ::•<"·:~~-~·:.--,·-tt:c;n :·r\J~:-~ 
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